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February 2007
Major changes were made with the clinic electrical system. A new large transformer was
installed so that the clinic would be isolated from the church compound. A security system
was also installed to help protect the clinic when it is not open.

March 2007
Celebration time as Amy and Cliff Intriago were married! Amy met Cliff several years ago
when she came with Elizabeth on a special mission. Since that time, she had made several trips
with our foundation. In 2005, Amy requested to go to work for us for up to 2 years to
administrate our small clinic. After much board deliberation, it was agreed that she could go.
In Jan 2006 she left the states and set up residence on the 2nd floor of our clinic. While there,
she renewed her friendship with Cliff. Well, one thing led to another and they were married on
March 17th.

July 2007
This month, two friends from California, Jim and Sue Ritter came to help at the clinic.
They brought with them a wonderful woman named Altagracia Quezada. She came to teach
the women of the church how to sew—specifically in using patterns. They had never sewed
with patterns before and were excited to learn. On the previous shipment, 15 sewing
machines were brought down so that the women could start a micro-business. We bring down
donated materials for them to use whenever we can. Pictures were taken of each of the ladies
to show off what they made. They wore what they made besides holding other items that they
also made.

Altagracia Quezada taught the women how to sew using patterns

2007 construction and Medical teams

September 2007
This year we had another great
team (we only bring down great teams!)
that consisted of construction members
in addition to the medical team. The
medical team held clinics at five separate
project locations, and they saw a total of
1006 patients over 4 1/2 days. The
construction team finished the concrete
sidewalk in the back of the clinic, built a

New clothes on display!

walkway on the roof from the stairwell to the washing machine (roof gets flooded during the
rainy season), concreted the unfinished outside walls of the water purification room on the
roof, the dental/apartment building and sealed them with a primer coat and lastly sodded the
back yard of the clinic.

The process of applying slurry to the exterior walls

Jim Etten and Jim Vondrasek along with Hmo. Marso

A beautiful job of landscaping!

